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Abstract 
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Inorganic carbon (HCO3
-) was efficiently converted into acetate (204.4 ± 0.5 mM 

with a coulombic efficiency of 96 ± 3% over 24 days operation) in a photo-assisted 

microbial electrosynthesis system (MES) using a urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

biocathode and the nonphotosynthetic bacteria Serratia marcescens Q1. The 

remarkable photocatalytic performance of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction resulted 

from the charge transfer mechanism switch (from type II to Z-scheme) induced by 

the synergistic effect of oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N after urea treatment. The 

increased pyrrolic N was conductive to photoinduced electron transfer while the 

oxygen vacancies provided a higher fraction of surface-active sites for H2 evolution, 

which was metabolized in-situ with bicarbonate by S. marcescens Q1 to yield acetate 

via the Wood–Ljungdahl pathway. This study provides a simple and feasible strategy 

for switching the photocatalytic charge transfer in a spinel-based heterojunction and 

offers new insights for ingeniously synthesizing photocatalysts with high CO2 

conversion in MES. 
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1 Introduction 
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Photo-assisted microbial electrosynthesis systems (MES) has shown promise to 

achieve a sustainable carbon neutral process for efficient production of liquid fuels 

and value-added chemicals (e.g., acetate) from inorganic carbon reduction [1-4]. 

Photo-assisted MES combined photocatalytic semiconductors materials with 

electroactive bacteria such as InP [1], CdS [2], Si nanowires/TiO2/Ni [4], 

WO3/MoO3/g-C3N4 [5], and Ag3PO4/g-C3N4 [6], has achieved efficient inorganic 

carbon reduction. In these systems, photo-induced holes (photooxidation) are refilled 

by the electrons travelling from the anode drawing a stronger circuital current, while 

photo-induced electrons (photoreduction) under anaerobic conditions evolve 

hydrogen (indirect H2 mediator). Both electrons and H2 are metabolized with 

inorganic carbon by electrotrophs to produce acetate. However, the most negative 

conduction band edge of these reported photocatalysts is �1.2 eV (vs. standard 

hydrogen electrode, SHE) [1-6], which is insufficiently negative to yield a high rate 

of hydrogen production. The reduction of bicarbonate to acetate is limited by the 

in-situ metabolic assimilation of H2 providing indirect electron transfer to the 

electrotrotphs [2-6]. Thus, the exploration of appropriate photocatalysts with 

sufficiently more negative conduction band edges, capable of efficient H2 production 

via photoreduction would likely yield efficient acetate production from inorganic 

carbon reduction. 

Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4), a well-known spinel-type semiconductor, has 

been considered as a promising photocatalyst due to its narrow band gap, more 

negative conduction band ( � 1.6 eV vs. SHE), high photochemical stability, 
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cost-effectiveness, good biocompatibility and environmental friendliness [7-8]. 

Hybridizing MnFe2O4 with graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), an environmental 

metal-free photocatalyst [9-10], has been shown to suppress high recombination of 

photogenerated electron-hole pairs, compared to the pure MnFe2O4 and thus enhance 

the photooxidative degradation of antibiotics such as metronidazole, amoxicillin, 

tetracycline and ciprofloxacin [7], and methyl orange dye [11]. While these studies 

have provided insightful information on the potential of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 for the 

photooxidation of recalcitrant organics, the exploitation of the reductive pathway 

offered by photo-generated electrons in this heterojunction has been largely 

underestimated. More importantly, low efficiencies of the separating and the 

photocatalysis based on the traditional type II mechanism have largely restricted the 

expansion of their applications. In contrast to the common type II mechanism of 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, many other g-C3N4-based hybrids such as Ag3PO4/g-C3N4 [12], 

CdS/g-C3N4 [13], W18O49/g-C3N4 [14] and WO3/MoO3/g-C3N4 [5] have proven to 

form Z-scheme heterojunctions promoting either photocatalytic hydrogen evolution 

or acetate production from inorganic carbon reduction. However, these 

heterojunctions suffer intrinsic limitations related to photoreduction capability, 

operational stability, biocompatibility and environmental sustainability, which 

together have limited their practical application. Considering the good properties of 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, it should be possible to intrinsically enhance the photoreduction 

catalytic performance of this heterojunction by switching operation from a common 

type II mechanism to a Z-scheme charge transfer pathway, thus enhancing the 
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production of acetate from inorganic carbon reduction in photo-assisted MES. This 

can be engineered by introducing oxygen vacancies into the semiconductors lattice. 

As an intrinsic and fundamental defect of metal oxide semiconductors, oxygen 

vacancies play a vital role in their physicochemical and electronic properties such as 

charge separation, electronic band structures and transport properties [15-16]. 

Oxygen vacancies in Bi2O3 reduce the adsorption energy of CO2 and offer abundant 

localized electrons, thereby improving CO2 photoreduction [15]. Urea-treated BiOBr 

yields a hierarchical microflower structure and increase the amount of defective 

oxygen vacancies and the rate of photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine B dye 

[17]. Furthermore, Lotsch’s group demonstrated that the energy levels of g-C3N4 

could be modified by urea treatment, enabling strong photocatalyst/cocatalyst 

interactions and faster charge transfer [10]. Alternatively, pyrrolic N-enriched 

materials instead of pyridinic N and graphitic N enhances photoinduced charge 

transfer [18-19] and thus extracellular electron transfer processes via the improved 

biofilm-electrode interaction [20-21]. The extracellular electron transfer process 

between electrodes and cell surface is regulated by outer membrane c-type 

cytochromes composed of central functional porphyrin iron [2-3,20]. Pyrrolic N 

produced via urea treatment, presents the lowest adsorption energy and the strongest 

affinity with porphyrin iron compared with graphitic N and pyridine N, enabling 

faster uptake of electrons from c-type cytochromes [20-21]. Treatment of 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 with urea is therefore expected to provide supplementary oxygen 

vacancies and pyrrolic N sites, altering the� semiconductors energy levels, and the 
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charge transfer mechanism of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 producing efficient charge carriers 

separation and higher rates of acetate production from inorganic carbon. 

In this study, a pyrrolic nitrogen-enriched MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode with 

oxygen vacancies generated by urea treatment was developed and anaerobically 

operated for efficient acetate production from inorganic carbon reduction in a MES 

incorporating the nonphotosynthetic Serratia marcescens Q1 electrotroph. The 

charge transfer of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction was switched from type II to a 

Z-scheme mechanism by generation of synergistic oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N 

sites via urea treatment, the presence of which was demonstrated by ultraviolet 

photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The 

stability and the efficiency of this hybrid photo-assisted MES were systematically 

assessed over 24 days continuous operation. Multiple approaches were extensively 

used to characterize the performance of the photocathode including X-ray diffraction 

(XRD), Zeta potential, photoluminescence (PL), transient photocurrent response 

tests, scanning electron microscopy equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), ultraviolet-visible diffuse reflection spectra (UV–vis 

DRS), electron spin resonance (ESR), cyclic voltammetry (CV), differential pulse 

voltammetry (DPV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). 

High-sensitivity flow cytometry was employed to assess the electrotrophic viability 

under various conditions. This study demonstrates a feasible strategy to enhance the 

production of acetate in photo-assisted MES using inorganic carbon as feedstock. 

�
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Synthesis of g-C3N4 and MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 powders 

The synthesis of g-C3N4 and MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 was similar to the previously 

reported [5,7] with appropriate modification. In brief, 10 g melamine powder was 

calcined at 550 °C in a muffle furnace for 4 h with a heating rate of 3 °C/min. This 

g-C3N4 was then ground into powder and named as the urea-untreated g-C3N4. The 

urea-treated g-C3N4 was fabricated as the above procedures by the mixture of 

melamine and urea.  

The MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 powder was carried out as follows: The urea-untreated 

g-C3N4 powder was added into 50 mL deionized water and ultrasonicated for 1 h. 

After that, 0.132 g MnCl2�9H2O, 0.301 g FeCl3�9H2O and different amounts of urea 

(0, 0.082, 0.164, 0.246, 0.328 g) were dissolved in the above solution by magnetic 

stirring for 0.5 h. Thereafter, the solution pH was adjusted to 12 with 5 M NaOH and 

stirred for 1 h, yielding a homogeneous emulsion. The emulsion was then transferred 

into a 100 mL Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and heated at 200 °C for 12 h. 

The obtained MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 powder was washed with deionized water and 

ethanol alternately after grinding, and dried at 60 °C in an oven overnight to get 

desired sample. Different molar ratios (4 : 1, 3 : 1, 2 : 1, 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 3 and 1 : 4) of 

MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4 were obtained. The urea-treated MnFe2O4 was synthesized 

using the same procedures as mentioned above without the addition of g-C3N4. All 

the urea-untreated controls were fabricated as the same processes of urea-treated 

photocatalysts without the addition of urea. 
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The MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode was prepared according to the description 

in Supporting Information (SI). 

 

2.2 Reactor construction, electrotroph inoculation and operation 

The dual-chamber MES reactor was similar to previously reported [6]. The 

above prepared MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 electrode was employed as cathode, whereas a 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE, +241 mV versus SHE) served as cathode 

reference electrode and a carbon rod was used as anode. All electrode potentials 

were reported versus SHE unless otherwise mentioned. 

The anode chamber was inoculated with suspended bacteria from acetate-fed 

microbial fuel cells and fed by nutrient solution with equivalent volume as 

previously described [22-24]. The cathode chamber was inoculated with Serratia 

marcescens Q1, a nonphotosynthetic electrotroph and capable of metabolizing 

inorganic carbon to acetate [5-6]. The catholyte was composed of NaHCO3 (23.8 

mM), NH4Cl (2.1 mM), KH2PO4 (0.09 mM), mineral 0.6 mL/L and vitamins 0.6 

mL/L. The initial catholyte pH was adjusted to 5.8 [5-6] whereas the amount of the S. 

marcescens Q1 inoculation in the catholyte was a final OD600 of 0.35 [1,5-6]. This 

catholyte was then sparging with pure N2 gas for 15 min in an anaerobic glovebox 

(YQX-II, Xinmiao, Shanghai) before fed into the MES. The cathode was poised at a 

potential ‒1.1 V (vs. SHE) and the light intensity of 26.9 kLux (via a 100 W iodine 

tungsten lamp) were used as previously described [5-6,25]. The temperature of all 

the reactors was kept at 25 ± 3 °C [25]. All the data were recorded after the first 
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operational cycle and the operation was triplicate at least [5]. 

Four control experiments were conducted: a) the urea untreated control, which 

elucidated the impact of urea treatment on this MES performance; b) the abiotic 

control, which reflected the impact of the electrotroph on the metabolism of 

inorganic carbon and H2; c) the no light control, which established the role of light 

irradiation in the photocathode process; d) the fourth control investigated the roles of 

the MnFe2O4/graphite felt, the g-C3N4/graphite felt and the bare graphite felt in the 

photocatalytic performance. 

 

2.3 Characterizations and electrochemical measurements  

The morphologies and structure of the photocathodes with or without biofilms 

were characterized by SEM (Nova NanoSEM 450, FEI company, USA) equipped 

with EDS (X-MAX 20-50 mm2, Oxford Instruments, UK) and XRD (XRD-6000 

using Cu Kα radiation, Shimadzu, Japan).�The chemical components and binding 

energy change were studied by XPS (ESCALAB250, Thermo, USA). The PL 

measurements were examined by a fluorescence spectrophotometer (F-4500, Hitachi, 

Japan) with an� excitation wavelength of 325 nm. The photocurrent response 

measurements were recorded in 0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte under light illuminance. 

The UV-vis DRS spectra of the semiconductor photocatalysts were recorded with a 

Lambda 750S UV-vis spectrophotometer. Zeta potential was analyzed on Zetasizer 

Nano ZS90. The ESR measurements were carried out on a Bruker A200 (Karlsruhe, 

Germany). The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area was investigated with 
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N2 adsorption-desorption curve by Quadrasor-SI (Quantachrome, USA). CV and 

DPV were conducted with a potentiostat (BioLogic, VSP, France) at a slow scan rate 

of 0.1 mV/s. EIS was determined at the frequency range of 0.01 − 100 kHz with an 

amplitude of 5 mV at −1.1 V versus SHE, where a Zsimpwin software was employed 

to acquire the equivalent circuit and different resistances values [25-26]. The work 

function (Φ) of sample was determined using UPS (ESCALAB250, Thermo, USA) 

with He I energy. Φ, EF, conduction band edge potential (ECB) and valance band 

edge potential (EVB) of single photocatalyst with or without urea treatment were 

calculated from the UPS (Eqs. 1 – 3) [27-28]: 

Φ = − EF = hν – EH                                           (1) 

EVB = – (hν – EH + EL)                                        (2) 

ECB = EVB – Eg                                                                      (3) 

where hν is the�excitation energy of 21.22 eV, and the high kinetic energy cutoff (EH) 

and low kinetic energy cutoff (EL) were estimated according to the tangent lines in 

each region. All the above calculated energy levels were referred to the vacuum level 

(Eabs). According to the relationship between the Eabs and the standard hydrogen 

electrode (ESHE), Eabs = – ESHE – 4.44 (at 25 ℃) [27], all the results were converted to 

values versus SHE and summarized in Table 1. 

 

2.4 Analysis and calculations 

The gas chromatograph (GC7900, Tianmei, China) was employed to measure 

the concentration of acetate in catholyte and the residual hydrogen in the cathodic 
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headspace, and the values of H2 were normalized to the catholyte volume and 

operational time (m3/m3/d). SE-54 cross-linking chromatographic column and 

thermal conductivity detector were used for hydrogen determination using N2 as the 

carrier gas. The temperatures of the column and the injector were both 120 ºC. For 

acetate measurement, PEG-20M column and flame ionization detector were 

employed using nitrogen as the carrier gas. The temperatures of the column and the 

injector were both 200 ºC. The concentration of inorganic carbon in the catholyte 

was measured by the national standard method (DZ/T 0064.49-93) and the 

consumption of inorganic carbon (%) was evaluated by the differences between the 

initial and the final inorganic carbon concentrations in the catholyte, divided by the 

initial concentration of inorganic carbon. The leached Mn and Fe in the catholyte (%) 

was measured by the national standard method (Fe: DZ/T 0064.23-93; Mn: DZ/T 

0064.31-93), and calculated from the amounts of Fe and Mn in the catholyte divided 

by the initial Fe or Mn on the cathode. The electrotrophic viability was assessed by a 

high-sensitivity flow cytometry (Accuri C6 Plus, BD company, USA) in the presence 

of the photocatalysts and�light irradiation [5-6].  

The long-term stability of the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode was determined 

over 24 d operation with periodical supply of bicarbonate. A 1.5 mL catholyte was 

sampled each half-day and an equal volume of solution (170.6 – 183.4 mM) was 

replenished to maintain the initial inorganic carbon concentration of 23.8 mM. The 

controls were conducted by the same procedures, except that the supplementary 

inorganic carbon concentrations were different. 
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The coulombic efficiency for acetate production (CEacetate) was obtained 

through Eq. 4 [3-6]: 

!"!"#$!$# =
8 × &% × F
∫ )*+&
'

× 100%																																						(4) 

where na (mol) is the acetate mole amount, F (96485 C/mole electron) is the Faraday 

constant, I (A) is the current, and t is the operation time (s). 

The statistical significance of the data was analyzed by ANOVA in SPSS 19.0 

(t-test, p = 0.05). 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Characterization of prepared photo-assisted cathode 

The characteristic peaks in the XRD pattern (Fig. 1A) of MnFe2O4 were located 

at 17.8°, 29.8°, 35.0°, 42.7°, 53.6°, 56.2°, 62.3° corresponding to the (111), (220), 

(311), (400), (422), (511) and (440) crystalline facets, in good agreement with the 

spinel MnFe2O4 crystalline structure (JCPDS No.74-2403) [7]. Two diffraction peaks 

at 13.1° (100) and 27.3° (002) were observed in g-C3N4 sample [8,12]. The 

coexistence of both g-C3N4 and MnFe2O4 diffraction peaks in MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 XRD 

pattern suggested the successful combination of the two photocatalysts. Besides, all 

the same samples exhibited similar diffraction peaks, indicating that the 

crystallization and phase structure of the photocatalysts was not affected by urea 

treatment. 

Here Fig. 1 

Zeta potential analysis was performed to study the superficial electrokinetic 
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potential of the photocatalysts (Fig. 1B). The more positive zeta potential of 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 observed after urea treatment enhanced adsorption of negatively 

charged HCO3
- anions and therefore favored higher rates of acetate production. 

PL analysis (Fig. 1C) and transient photocurrent response tests (Fig. 1D) were 

used to assess the separation efficiency of photoinduced electron-hole pairs. Whilst 

the pure MnFe2O4 phase did not report PL signal, appreciably lower PL intensities 

were observed with the urea treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, in comparison to the untreated 

heterojunction and g-C3N4 control. These results clearly demonstrated the significant 

role of urea treatment in decreasing the recombination of photogenerated carriers as 

well as promoting strong interactions between MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4, thus 

suppressing the recombination of photo-generated carriers. Other studies have 

demonstrated a similar attenuation of the PL signal in other semiconductors BiOBr 

[17] or BiOBr/BiOAc1−xBrx [29] after urea treatment. Under the same urea treatment, 

the photocurrent of the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (8.3 μA) cathode increased by at least one 

order of magnitude in comparison to the MnFe2O4 (0.6 μA) or g-C3N4 (0.5 μA) (Fig. 

1D) phases, and was 2.9 times higher than the untreated controls. This phenomenon 

was similar to the enhanced photocurrent of urea-treated BiOBr or 

BiOBr/BiOAc1−xBrx for degradation of Rhodamine B dye [17,29]. These results 

collectively confirmed highly efficient charge carrier separation in this urea treated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction. 

The optical absorption and band gaps of the semiconductor were determined by 

UV-vis DRS (Fig. 1E), where the urea treated g-C3N4 exhibited a broader absorption 
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edge (484 nm) than the untreated control (475 nm), whereas all the MnFe2O4 showed 

broad absorption over ultraviolet and visible regions. Compared with g-C3N4, 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 showed similar curves apart from enhanced intensity, indicating 

that MnFe2O4 can amplify the light absorption of this heterojunction [14,30]. The 

invariable stronger absorption intensity of the urea treated samples compared to the 

untreated controls stressed the importance of urea treatment for the enhancement of 

light absorption. The band gaps (Eg) of MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4 were estimated through 

Tauc plots (Fig. 1F; Table 1) [31]. The Mott-Schottky test (Fig. S1) was employed to 

determine the semiconductor type. The positive slopes in the Mott-Schottky plots of 

all g-C3N4 (Fig. S1C) verified the nature of n-type semiconductors, whereas all 

MnFe2O4 (Fig. S1B) were p-type semiconductors with negative slopes [32]. The two 

photocatalysts thus constructed a p-n heterojunction in the composite. Moreover, the 

carrier density ND of the urea treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction (2.3 × 1017 

cm-3) calculated from the Mott-Schottky curves [33], was obviously higher than the 

ND obtained with either the urea-treated single phase photocatalysts (MnFe2O4: 6.4 × 

1016 cm-3; g-C3N4: 6.5 × 1016 cm-3) or the untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 controls (7.0 × 

1016 cm-3) (Fig. S1). This clearly suggests the utilization of a higher fraction of 

photoinduced charge carriers in the urea treated heterojunction, facilitating the 

photocatalytic processes [9,10,33]. 

Here Table 1 

All the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (Fig. S1E – F) exhibited type IV 

isotherm with hysteresis loops, which indicated the mesoporous structure of the 
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photocatalysts [8,29]. Compared to the untreated control (36.6 m2/g), higher surface 

area of the urea treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (59.4 m2/g) could provide more active sites 

to improve the adsorption ability and photocatalytic performance of the 

heterojunction [8,10]. 

Regardless of urea treatment, the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 always displayed a rough 

surface compared to the uniform decoration of smaller and irregular MnFe2O4 

nanoparticles and the smooth surface of the pure g-C3N4 (Fig. 2; Fig. S2), thus urea 

treatment did not introduce major morphological changes. All the biophotocathodes 

were densely and evenly attached with S. marcescens as a result of the excellent 

biocompatibility of MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4.  Element mapping results indicated that 

the MnFe2O4 phase was uniformly distributed throughout the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

heterojunction (Fig. S2G-K). The coexistence of C, N, O, Mn and Fe signals in the 

EDS spectra of the abiotic composite, indicated the successful synthesis of the 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocatalyst. The new signals of Na, K and P on the biotic 

cathodes was mainly ascribed to the S. marcescens Q1 electrotroph. 

Here Fig. 2 

The coexistence of C, N, O, Mn and Fe signals in the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 XPS 

spectra (Fig. S1D) confirmed the successful combination of MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4, 

consistent with the XRD results (Fig. 1A), showing two peaks at about 641.3 (Mn 

2p3/2) and 653.4 eV (Mn 2p1/2) in the Mn 2p spectrum (Fig. 3A) [7-8], along with the 

two obvious peaks at about 711.3 eV (Fe 2p3/2) and 724.9 eV (Fe 2p1/2) in the Fe 2p 

spectrum (Fig. 3B) [7], and the two typical peaks at about 284.9 eV (sp2 C−C) and 
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287.9 eV (sp2 N−C=N) in the C 1s spectrum (Fig. 3C) [9-10]. Three peaks at about 

398.7 eV (pyridinic N), 399.7 eV (pyrrolic N) and 401.3 eV (graphitic N) were 

exhibited in the N 1s spectrum (Fig. 3D) [20-21]. The significant increase in contents 

of pyrrolic N after urea treatment, either in MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (46.4% vs. 35.2%) or in 

the single g-C3N4 phase (45.0% vs. 36.1%) (Table 2), indicated changes of N 

configurations due to urea treatment. Compared to the untreated controls having two 

peaks at about 530 eV (lattice oxygen) and 532 eV (absorbed oxygen species), the 

new broad peak at about 531 eV in O 1s spectra of the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

or in the single phase MnFe2O4, could be assigned to the oxygen species at the 

oxygen vacancy sites (Fig. 3E; Table 2) [15-16].  

Here Fig. 3 

Here Table 2 

ESR spectroscopy was further employed to demonstrate the presence of oxygen 

vacancies in the structure of the photocatalysts. A characteristic signal centered at g 

= 2.002, assigned to the electrons trapped in oxygen vacancies [15-16], was 

displayed in the urea treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 and MnFe2O4 only samples (Fig. 3F). 

The absence of obvious signals in the urea-untreated controls or in the urea treated 

single-phase g-C3N4, consistent with the XPS results (Fig. 3E; Table 2), further 

confirmed the occurrence of oxygen vacancies in the MnFe2O4 structure. 

 

3.2 MES performance 

The impact of urea concentration (Fig. S3), MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4 catalysts 
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ratios (Fig. S4) and loading concentrations (Fig. S5) were explored to determine 

optimal system performance. An urea concentration of 3.28 g/L, a ratio of MnFe2O4 

and g-C3N4 of 1 : 3, and a cathode photocatalyst loading amount of 0.55 mg/cm2 

were thus selected to achieve the highest photoresponse current, acetate production 

and CEacetate.  

The highest rate of acetate production (8.5 ± 0.6 mM/d, Fig. 4A) was obtained 

with the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode incorporating S. marcescens at 

a current density of 5.1 ± 0.2 A/m2 (Fig. S6) after 0.5 d operation under�illumination, 

leading to a CEacetate of 96 ± 3% (Fig. 4D) and an inorganic carbon consumption of 

39 ± 2% (Fig. 4C). These results were remarkably higher than the controls, 

urea-untreated (acetate: 3.6 ± 0.3 mM/d, current density: 2.9 ± 0.2 A/m2, CEacetate: 71 

± 4%, inorganic carbon consumption: 22 ± 2%), no illumination (acetate: 3.3 ± 0.3 

mM/d, current density: 2.8 ± 0.2 A/m2, CEacetate: 67 ± 3%, inorganic carbon 

consumption: 23 ± 2%), or with urea-treated either only oxygen-vacancy-decorated 

MnFe2O4 (acetate: 2.4 ± 0.2 mM/d, current density: 2.1 ± 0.2 A/m2, CEacetate: 65 ± 

2%, inorganic carbon consumption: 19 ± 2%) or only pyrrolic N-enriched g-C3N4 

(acetate: 1.9 ± 0.1 mM/d, current density: 1.9 ± 0.1 A/m2, CEacetate: 56 ± 2%, 

inorganic carbon consumption: 18 ± 1%) in the presence of light (Fig. 4A, C, D; Fig. 

S6). The efficient acetate production in this photo-assisted MES can be attributed to 

the synergistic interaction of oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N. The weak system 

performance recorded by the urea-untreated photocathodes firmly demonstrated the 

vital impact of urea treatment for improving the photocatalytic performance. The 
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positive impact of urea treatment on photocatalytic performance has also been 

reported for g-C3N4 and hydrogen evolution [10], and for BiOBr or 

BiOBr/BiOAc1-xBrx and Rhodamine B degradation [17,29]. Moreover, compared to 

the poor values determined with the bare graphite felt cathode, regardless of 

irradiation (acetate: 1.3 ± 0.2 mM/d, current density: 1.5 ± 0.1 A/m2, CEacetate: 51 ± 

7%, inorganic carbon consumption: 14 ± 1%), the performance of all the 

photocathodes highlighted the positive and essential role of photocatalysts and 

irradiation in these MES. The detection of H2 (Fig. 4B) as the sole product at a lower 

current density (Fig. S6) in the abiotic controls confirmed the essential role of S. 

marcescens in the reduction of acetate from inorganic carbon. The production of 

acetate was directly correlated to the equivalent total H2 evolution, resulting in lower 

residual H2, further confirmed the essential mediation of H2 in the reduction of 

inorganic carbon to acetate by the Wood–Ljungdahl pathway [34]. 

Here Fig. 4 

Negligible detrimental effects on the viability of S. marcescens based on flow 

cytometry analysis were observed: 4.1% under illumination, 3.5% without 

illumination, 1.9% with the bare graphite felt under illumination, 4.9% using the 

urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode and 0.8% without propidium iodide 

staining (Fig. S7). Similar results were also obtained using the WO3/MoO3/g-C3N4 [5] 

or the Ag3PO4/g-C3N4 [6] photocathode incorporated with the same electrotroph, or 

the InP photocathode combined with Methanosarcina barkeri [1]. 

These kinetic values were appreciably higher than the previous Ag3PO4/g-C3N4 
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(acetate: 5.4 ± 0.1 mM/d, current density: 3.3 ± 0.1 A/m2, CEacetate: 93 ± 2%, 

inorganic carbon consumption: 26 ± 1%) [6] or WO3/MoO3/g-C3N4 (acetate: 3.1 ± 

0.2 mM/d, current density: 2.5 ± 0.3 A/m2, CEacetate: 73 ± 4%, inorganic carbon 

consumption: 20 ± 1%) [5] photocathodes incorporated with the same electrotroph 

and under same operating conditions. The impact of urea treatment and of the altered 

charge transfer process can be further appreciated by considering that the 

urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 biocathode produced a performance (acetate: 3.6 ± 

0.3 mM/d, current density: 2.9 ± 0.2 A/m2, CEacetate: 71 ± 4%, inorganic carbon 

consumption: 22 ± 2%), similar as that obtained using WO3/MoO3/g-C3N4 (p = 

0.300) biocathode, although significantly lower than that using Ag3PO4/g-C3N4 

biocathode. Thus both urea treatment and semiconductor selection are important 

factors determining efficient rates of acetate production. These results were also 

higher than the reported Si nanowires/TiO2/Ni photocathode with Sporomusa ovata 

(acetate: 5.0 mM/d, CEacetate: 80%) [4], or the mix-culture ceramic hollow tube 

wrapped with Ni foam biocathode with a BiVO4/Mo photoanode (acetate: 0.9 ± 0.2 

mM/d, CEacetate: 62 ± 12%) [35]. 

 

3.3 Electrochemical analysis 

More positive reduction onset potential (−0.31 V) and higher maximum 

reduction peak current (−2.77 mA) of the biotic treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, compared 

to the biotic urea-treated MnFe2O4 (−0.34 V, −0.82 mA) or g-C3N4 (−0.35 V, −0.74 

mA), or urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (−0.33 V, −1.27 mA) (Fig. 5A; Table S1), 
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clearly proved the more efficient and active catalytic role of the urea-treated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 by the synergistic effect of oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic nitrogen 

in inorganic carbon reduction. In addition, the more negative reduction onset 

potential (−0.44 V) and the lower reduction peak current (−0.36 mA) of the biotic 

bare graphite felt indicated the vital interaction of photocatalyst and electrotroph for 

optimal MES performance, in agreement with the reported Si nanowires and 

Sporomusa Ovata [4], or InP and Methanosarcina barkeri [1] for inorganic carbon 

reduction.  

Here Fig. 5 

All cathodes exhibited two DPV peaks (Fig. 5B), of which the one at about 

−0.55V was similar to the CV (Fig. 5A).�The new peak at about 0.02 V was related 

to outer membrane c-type cytochromes [36-37]. The enhanced catalytic maximum 

peak current of the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (−0.64 mA), compared to the 

urea-treated single-phases MnFe2O4 (−0.46 mA) or g-C3N4 (−0.48 mA), or the 

urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (−0.50 mA) (Fig. 5B; Table S1), inferred the 

favorable role of pyrrolic N content produced via the urea treatment, which favored 

higher interaction of c-type cytochromes and electrodes, thus facilitating 

extracellular electron transfer. This observation is also supported elsewhere that 

higher pyrrolic N content in a 3D macroporous N-enriched graphitic carbon scaffold 

enhanced extracellular electron transfer and thus improved bioelectricity generation 

in microbial fuel cells [21]. In addition, the lower peak current in the control under 

darkness, reflected the direct involvement of c-type cytochromes in the 
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photocatalytic electrons transfer process, consistent with other hybrid photo-assisted 

TiO2 mixed-culture anode of microbial electrolysis cell for enhanced H2 production 

via increased current density [38]. 

The EIS spectra (Fig. 5C – D; Table S1; equivalent circuit (Fig. S8)) 

demonstrated that charge transfer resistance (Rct) was always dominant over 

electrolyte resistance (Rs) and diffusion resistance (Rdif) with obvious differences. 

The Rct of urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (29 Ω) was appreciably lower than the 

controls (urea-untreated: 45 Ω; urea-treated MnFe2O4 only: 60 Ω; urea-treated 

g-C3N4 only: 69 Ω; urea-treated bare graphite felt: 82 Ω) whereas light irradiation 

significantly reduced Rct, shown as 37 Ω in the controls under darkness. Compared 

to the abiotic controls (Fig. 5D; Table S1), the biofilms may have provided more 

active sites for charge transfer, and thus a lower Rct in the biotic photo-assisted MES 

(Fig. 5C; Table S1).  

 

3.4 Photocatalytic mechanism of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 with urea treatment 

The direction of interfacial band bending mainly determines the charge transfer 

mechanism of the heterojunction [27]. Band bending caused by Fermi level (EF) 

alignment appears at the heterojunction interface when two different semiconductors 

form a junction. The one with a higher Fermi level (or higher work function) shows 

continuously downward band bending whereas the other with a lower Fermi level (or 

lower work function) exhibits upward band bending [14,28]. The energy levels of 

different photocatalysts were calculated from UPS (Fig. 6A – B) and UV-vis DRS 
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(Fig. 1E – F) results and summarized in Table 1. For the urea-untreated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, since the EF-MnFe2O4 was higher than the EF-g-C3N4, the energy bands 

of MnFe2O4 bent downward, while those of g-C3N4 bent upward at the interface. The 

photogenerated charges transfer through a type II mechanism under this band 

bending structure was illustrated in the right part of Fig. 6C, where photoinduced 

electrons migrated from the CB of MnFe2O4 to that of g-C3N4, while the holes at the 

VB of g-C3N4 were injected into that of MnFe2O4 according to the band bending 

direction. The urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction also followed the same 

principle of band bending. A noticeable point was that the EF-g-C3N4 increased while 

the EF-MnFe2O4 decreased after urea treatment. The slightly increased EF-g-C3N4 was due 

to the lower electron cloud density of pyrrolic N and higher electronegativity of 

nitrogen, making it difficult and less likely for electrons to enter the vacuum level 

[14,39]. Accordingly, the decreased EF-MnFe2O4 was explained by the appearance of 

the oxygen vacancies and the subsequent less content of absorbed oxygen species 

[39-41]. As a subsequence, the lower EF-MnFe2O4 than the EF-g-C3N4 was ascribed to the 

synergistic interaction of oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N, and a reverse band 

bending direction appeared when the two semiconductors formed a junction. Namely, 

the energy bands of MnFe2O4 bent upward toward the interface, while those of 

g-C3N4 bent downward toward the interface. The type II photogenerated charges 

transfer thus switched to a Z-scheme mechanism under this circumstance as 

illustrated in the left part of Fig. 6C, whereas the photogenerated electrons of g-C3N4 

and photoinduced holes of MnFe2O4 recombined at the interface, thereby 
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suppressing the recombination of charge carriers in the same material.  

Here Fig. 6 

The same conclusions can be also obtained from the binding energy change 

observed in the XPS results (Fig. 3A – E). The binding energies of Mn 2p, Fe 2p and 

O 1s of the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, had slight negative shifts compared to 

single-phase MnFe2O4, whereas the binding energies of C 1s and N 1s showed slight 

red shifts compared to g-C3N4 only. The opposite shift of (C 1s and N 1s) and (Mn 

2p, Fe 2p and O 1s) in the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 indicated the migration of 

photoinduced electrons from g-C3N4 to MnFe2O4 following a Z-scheme mechanism 

[14,30]. The opposite results in the untreated controls, however, suggested that 

electrons transport occurred from MnFe2O4 towards g-C3N4 via a type II 

heterojunction [14,30]. Thus, the photogenerated charge transfer was conclusively 

switched from type II to a Z-scheme mechanism after urea treatment. 

Accordingly, the photocatalytic mechanism of urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

photocathode augmenting the MES of acetate by the electrotroph S. marcescens has 

been summarized in Fig. 6D. Both MnFe2O4 and g-C3N4 are excited under visible 

light irradiation, producing photogenerated electrons in the CB and holes in the 

corresponding VB. According to the band bending direction, the photoinduced 

electrons of g-C3N4 and holes of MnFe2O4 recombine at the interface of the 

heterojunction. Simultaneously, the photogenerated electrons in the CB of MnFe2O4 

were preserved for H2 evolution, while the holes in the VB of g-C3N4 created a 

supplementary driving force for trapping the electrons travelling in the external 
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circuit resulting in a higher current generation [5,42]. The remarkable improvement 

in photocatalytic performance was mainly attributed to the charge transfer 

switching induced by the synergistic effect of oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N. 

Moreover, the increased pyrrolic N facilitated the photogenerated electron transfer 

from g-C3N4 to MnFe2O4 [18], leading to the�remarkable enhancement of catalytic 

maximum peak current in CV (Fig. 5A) and DPV (Fig. 5B), as well as the transient 

photocurrent response (Fig. 1D). In addition, the oxygen vacancies in the MnFe2O4 

might have exposed a higher number of surface active sites for evolution of H2 (Fig. 

4B) which was subsequently metabolized by the S. marcescens Q1 with HCO3
- to 

yield a higher amount of acetate (Fig. 4A) through the Wood–Ljungdahl pathway 

[6,34]. 

 

3.5 Prolonged MES operation with periodical bicarbonate addition   

Acetate production (Fig. S9A) and CEacetate (Fig. S9C) predictably decreased 

after an operational time of 0.5 d due to the insufficient�HCO3
-� supply. The Rdif 

dominated over Rs and Rct, and sharply increased from 52 Ω at 0.5 d to 1074 Ω at 

0.75 d (Fig. S9F; Table S2). This phenomenon was caused by the progressive 

exhaustion of HCO3
- with a decrease in the diffusion rate of the reactants in the 

semi-batch system. Therefore, the Rdif sharply climbed to extremely high until 

subsequent addition of bicarbonate [43]. After each 0.5 d operation, bicarbonate was 

thus periodically added to maintain an efficient acetate production over 24 days of 

prolonged continuous operation. 
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The urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode accumulated up to 204.4 ± 0.5 

mM of acetate (Fig. 7A) (average acetate production rate of 8.5 ± 0.0 mM/d) with an 

almost unchanged CEacetate of 96 ± 3% (Fig. 7B) over 24 days continuous operation 

with periodical addition of bicarbonate. The insignificant difference (p = 0.994) of 

the acetate production rates at a 0.5 d operation (8.5 ± 0.6 mM/d, Fig. 4A) and over 

24 d (8.5 ± 0.0 mM/d, Fig. 7A) reflected the stability and robustness of the 

urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 biocathode. These results were� significantly higher 

than the reported 5 mM/d (acetate production) and 80% (CEacetate) using a Si 

nanowires/TiO2/Ni photocathode over an evidently shorter operation time of 7 days 

[4]. These values were 3.1-time (acetate production) and 1.7-fold (CEacetate) 

(urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4), 3.6-fold (acetate production) and 1.5-time 

(CEacetate) (MnFe2O4 only), 4.6-time (acetate production) and 1.7-fold (CEacetate) (sole 

g-C3N4) and 6.6-fold (acetate production) and 1.9-time (CEacetate) (bare graphite felt) 

of the controls (Fig. 7A). Accordingly, a reduced amount of residual H2, consistent 

with the higher rate of acetate production in the urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

photocathode (Fig. 7A), was observed relatively to the controls of urea-untreated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4, MnFe2O4 only, g-C3N4 only, or bare graphite felt cathodes (Fig. 

S10A). 

Here Fig. 7 

The leaching of Mn (1.2 ± 0.4%) and Fe (1.1 ± 0.1%) was essentially the same 

and negligible over 24 days operation (Fig. S10B), while the Mn to Fe atom ratio 

remained at about 1 : 2, consistent with the stoichiometric ratio for MnFe2O4. The 
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sharp increase in leaching (Mn: 10.6 ± 0.7%; Fe: 10.4 ± 0.4%) in the urea-untreated 

controls explained the progressive decline of the urea-untreated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

system. Morphology and elementary composition of the urea-treated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 after 24 days operation (Fig. S11) was similar as those observed 

after 0.5 d (Fig. 2). Combining these results with the slight increase in internal 

resistance (Fig. 7C; Fig. S10C; Table S3) as well as the invariability of the XPS (Fig. 

7E and F) and ESR (Fig. 7D) analyses on fresh urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

cathodes and those after 24 days operation, all the experimental evidence forcefully 

proved the excellent robust stability and durability of the urea-treated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 cathode.  

 

4 Conclusions 

This study has demonstrated a photo-assisted MES for efficient conversion of 

inorganic carbon (HCO3
-) to acetate incorporating an urea-treated MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

cathode and S. marcescens Q1 electrotroph. The MES achieved about 204.4 mM 

acetate production with a CEacetate of 96% over 24 days operation with periodical 

addition of bicarbonate. The outstanding photocatalytic activity of urea-treated 

MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 cathode was mainly due to the charge transfer mechanism of the 

heterojunction which was switched from type II to a Z scheme mechanism by 

introducing oxygen vacancies and pyrrolic N after urea treatment. The increased 

pyrrolic N facilitated the photogenerated electrons transfer in the MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 

heterojunction and the oxygen vacancies in the MnFe2O4 offered a large fraction of 
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surface active sites, which synergistically contributed to a higher rate of H2 evolution. 

The H2 was subsequently used in-situ by the S. marcescens Q1 metabolism with 

HCO3
- to produce acetate through the Wood–Ljungdahl pathway.� This study 

demonstrates a simple and feasible method to switch the photocatalytic charge 

transfer in spinel-based heterojunction via urea treatment and thus provides new 

insights for highly effective photocatalysts by ingenious synthesis. 
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Fig. 1 XRD diffraction patterns (A), Zeta potential (B), photoluminescence spectra 
(C), transient photocurrent responses (D), UV – vis DRS spectra (E), and Tauc plots 
(F) of the cathodes with or without photocatalyst. 
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Fig. 2 SEM images on electrodes with urea-treated photocatalysts of 
MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (A and C), MnFe2O4 only (E and G), and g-C3N4 only (I and K) 
with (A, E and I) or without (C, G and K) S. marcescens. EDS spectra on the sites of 
either biotic eletrodes (B, F and J) or abiotic electrodes (D, H and L) of 
MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 (B and D), MnFe2O4 only (F and H) and g-C3N4 only (J and L) 
(Operational time: 0.5 d). 
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Fig. 3 High resolution XPS spectra of various photocatalysts: Mn 2p (A), Fe 2p (B), 
C 1s (C), N 1s (D), O 1s (E) and ESR spectra (F). 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of acetate production (A), residual hydrogen (B), inorganic 
carbon consumption (C), and coulombic efficiency for acetate production (CEacetate) 
(D) of different cathodes under various conditions (operation time: 0.5 d). 
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Fig. 5 CVs (A) and DPVs (B) of the biotic cathodes with or without illumination. 
Nyquist plots of EIS for biotic (C) or abiotic (D) cathodes (operational time: 0.5 d). 
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Fig. 6 UPS spectra of various photocatalysts: low (A) and high (B) kinetic energy 
regions, schematic energy-level diagrams of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 heterojunction with 
(left) or without (right) urea treatment (C), and schematic diagram of the urea-treated 
MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 photocathode in the photo-assisted MES (D). 
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Fig. 7 Acetate production (A), CEacetate (B) over a 24 d operation with periodical 
addition of bicarbonate. Nyquist plots of EIS (C), ESR spectra (D), high resolution 
XPS spectra of N 1s (E) and O 1s (F) of MnFe2O4/g-C3N4 cathode at the end of 24 
days operation. 
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Table 1 Energy levels of single MnFe₂O₄ and g-C₃N₄ with or without urea treatment 
calculated from UV-vis DRS and UPS data�

 MnFe₂O₄-urea g-C₃N₄-urea MnFe₂O₄-no urea g-C₃N₄-no urea 
Φ (eV) 3.68 3.75 4.22 3.71 
EF (eV) -0.76 -0.69 -0.22 -0.73 
EH (eV) 17.54 17.47 17.00 17.51 
EL (eV) 0.73 2.36 0.30 2.31 
Eg (eV) 1.62 2.56 1.58 2.61 

EVB (eV) -0.03 1.67 0.08 1.58 
ECB (eV) -1.65 -0.89 -1.50 -1.03 
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Table 2 Peak area ratios of different N or O configurations to total area (obtained by XPS spectra) 
 N 1s  O 1s 

 Pyridinic 
nitrogen 

Pyrrolic 
nitrogen 

Graphitic 
nitrogen 

 
Lattice oxygen 

Oxygen  
vacancy 

Absorbed 
oxygen species 

MnFe₂O₄/g-C₃N₄-urea 36.1% (398.7) 46.4% (399.7) 17.5% (401.3)  50.7% (529.9) 31.0% (531.1) 18.3% (531.9) 
MnFe₂O₄/g-C₃N₄-no urea 47.7% (398.3) 35.2% (399.3) 17.1% (400.9)  67.6% (530.4) --- 32.4% (532.3) 
MnFe₂O₄-urea --- --- ---  52.8% (530.2) 25.0% (531.3) 22.2% (532.1) 
MnFe₂O₄-no urea --- --- ---  69.7% (530.2) --- 30.3% (532.1) 
g-C₃N₄-urea 36.3% (398.6) 45.0% (399.5) 18.7% (401.1)  --- --- --- 
g-C₃N₄-no urea 48.2% (398.6) 36.1% (399.5) 15.7% (401.1)  --- --- --- 

 


